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How we 
worked

RISE executed a design-driven exploration of what future-proofing bridges for the specific context in Umeå might entail. The design-driven process ensures a voice is 
given to different perspectives, expertise and competences present within the RISE organization and the different needs and points of view that exist within Umeå 
Kommun. The process followed the Transformative Practices Framework for Design Research and Innovation. A methodology developed by RISE, with Eindhoven 
University of Technology, focusing on enabling sustainable transformation of society in multi-stakeholder contexts, driven by design.1


The process involved experts from different parts of RISE (e.g. norm-critical innovation, wood construction, architecture, building physics, mobility, etc.) whose dialogical 
exploration was facilitated by design researchers. An initial workshop with representatives from Umeå Kommun delved into the context for the project (development of 
Norra Ön and Next Generation Travel and Transport), the state of the art in wood constructions, the core values of Umeå as a city and the meaning of bridges from 
different points of view. Design iterations followed the workshop to develop and conceptualize how this material may be become operational for the planned bridge 
construction process. Regular feedback sessions ensured concept development was reflected on from various RISE competences.
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RISE Colleagues: Maria Schnurr (Mobility), Julia Jonasson Tolv (Norm Critical Innovation), 
Jutta Schade (Building Physics), Anders Gustafsson and Rickard Falck (Wood Construction,  
Taline Sandberg Jadaan (Digitalisation),  Fredrik Nilbrink (Physical Literacy), Brita Stenvall 
(Water Management) 

The core team was formed by Alejandro Haiek (Architect), Albert Edman (Head of Development), Ambra Trotto (Design Researcher) and Jeroen Peeters (Design 
Researcher).


Further RISE colleagues from a range of backgrounds and disciplines were also involved in the process.



• Using Transformative Practices as a methodology 

• WS with Municipality actors 

• Identification of colleagues that have relevant expertise 

• WS with the colleagues to define a line of work 

• Envisioning and Creating Session 

• WS with same colleagues to orient the work, gather 
feedback, sharpen the content 

• Envisioning and Creating Session 

• Preparing how to communicate the work
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The Process used the Transformative Practices methodology to work through different activities to understand and re-orientate the challenge.


The first workshop with representatives of the municipality and RISE colleagues set the stage and started to explore the (hidden) needs.

The line of the work was further defined with additional RISE colleagues’ perspectives taken into account. Cycles of designing concepts and discussing these with RISE 
colleagues formed the remainder of the work.



Values

When designing for sustainable societal transformation, values constitute a starting point for driving such transformation. In this context, we articulated values that are 
meaningful to the past and future identity of the city of Umeå. These are values that have been important in shaping the city and are significant to embed, while shaping 
its future. Locally important and functional values to the case discussed here include:



• Equality and Inclusion 

• Strive for sustainable Innovation 

• A sense of urbanity, with a strong 
connection to nature 

• Co-creation and collaboration as 
way to transform society 

• Belonging to the people, 
grassroots 

• Globally connected 

• …

Values

Values are a link between the sustainable development goals and the identity of the city.

The values that are part of the identity of the city, are perhaps the only thing we can count on being constant, while the lives and technologies within the city will change 
continuously over the next years.



• Public participation / consultation / expression 

• Green infrastructure / biosphere restoration 

• Experienceability of local Cultural Heritage 

• Novel Mobility Systems and Physical Literacy 

• Energy Systems for Neutrality

Themes

We identified 5 themes that will be important in creating the infrastructure and city of the future. 
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Linking values to themes opened opportunities for design directions, of how the values can be empowered within the opportunity for a material connection provided by 
the bridges.
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For example, equality and inclusion can be empowered through the design of mobility systems and physical literacy as part of the bridges.
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Or, inclusion and collaboration can be empowered by developing a process for real and physical engagement of the public in the (process of developing) the bridges.
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Or, to work with the tensions between urban ambitions and respect, belonging to nature can be found in learning from traditional practices and cultural heritage.
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Or, environmental sustainability can mean developing bridges that are (partly) made of nature, that can contribute to restoring the biosphere. For example to repair 
damage done by the same cultural heritage of the lumber industry.



Change of 
perspective

With values as defining drive, we shift our perspective from “merely” designing a bridge towards a broader perspective: the design of a physical scaffold for a socio-
cultural innovation program.



Designing a bridge 
vs. 

A physical Scaffold for Socio-Cultural Innovation Program 
A participated transformation process to create a socio-cultural choreography embedding the (local) values of COLLABORATION, 

EQUALITY, CO-CREATION, WELLBEING, NATURE AND URBANITY 
through the material opportunity of (a) connection(s) to Ön



Values as driving 
concepts for 

Design directions



Equality, Inclusion, co-
creation, grassroots for 

Public consultation, 
participation and expression

We can design ways for the public to directly and physically engage with the potential bridges. Organising events and designing experiences that allow everyone to share 
their thoughts for the bridge. Perhaps in real time, projecting onto a scaffold and seeing each other’s ideas, or from the comfort of home using Virtual Reality.



Equality, Inclusion, 
sustainable innovation 

for 
Novel mobility systems and 

physical literacy 

For example, using sensors and lighting, the bridge can support different forms of active mobility. What if the bridge sense someone one relaxed stroll home from work, 
and it uses lights to draw attention to mindful details of the river, or to change colour to complement the setting sun and provide a calming experience?



Equality, Inclusion, 
sustainable innovation 

for 
Novel mobility systems and 

physical literacy 

Or, it can sense someone biking or running, and adjust the lightning actively to stimulate one to move freely and actively.



A sense of urbanity, strong  
connection to nature, grass-root  

for 
Experienceability of local Cultural 

Heritage 

The river is important to the identity of the city. Can we celebrate the history and make it felt by the people of Umeå? For example, can we design part of the bridge that 
elicits commuters to walk on water like the workers that sorted logs just some decades ago? 



Sustainable Innovation, 
connection to nature, co-creation  

for 
Biodiversity restauration



Sustainable Innovation, 
connection to nature, co-creation  

for 
Biodiversity restauration



Strengths of 
RISE



• Strong in asking questions to orient 
action in tackling challenges 

• Not afraid of confrontation between 
partners with different agendas 

• Strong experience in curating public/
private/academic participated complex 
processes 

• Multi expertise  

• Highly innovative 

• Oberoende

Strengths of 
RISE



A participated 
process

We are proposing a participatory process, involving many relevant actors (public/private/academic, etc.) to contribute to developing the possibilities of a sustainable set 
of bridges.



An example of the kind of components and related actors that can be part of such a program.



Timeline



To make this a little bit more concrete, we envision the scaffold to be a framework of related activities involving relevant actors. Different tracks explore different 
possibilities, that are integrated as input into the development and building process of the bridges and Norra Ön itself.



before during after

Activities can start very soon, as for example public participation can start before the construction of the bridges and lay the ground for acceptance in Umeå. During and 
After, activities that use and exemplify the concept of the “bridge as a scaffold” can continue.



before after

An example of what can be done in the short term is this work by Alejandro Haiek and others in Christchurch, New Zealand. Where art festivals and participatory 
installations involved the public in designing what new buildings should be, what activities they should support and how this could be done.



Transformation: 
what kind of 

transformation do we want 
this process to generate



• Evolving the notion of a bridge, from 
static, to dynamic in time 

• From local values, to concrete design 
directions 

• Locally rooted, internationally oriented 

• Symphonic process

Transformation

- The bridge as a scaffold evolves the notion/understanding of the bridge from static to dynamic in time. To respond to the requirement of being future-proof and 
addressing varying perspectives of sustainability.


- Starting from local values, we define concrete design directions able to be translated into clear functions and properties

- In this manner, the project will be strongly locally rooted, but also be internationally relevant.

- RISE contribution is to envision this process as a participated one, where stakeholders will connect to their different agendas (distributed project; symphonic project)
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